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I. CATALOGUE DESCRIPTION

Chelcie Liu C::. L ~

Physical Science 11. Three units each semester.

Three lecture hours plus one conference hour.

Prerequisites: None

Not open to students who have completed a college level course in physics, physical science, chemistry,
geology or astronomy with a grade of C or higher.

A conceptual, almost non-mathematical introduction to the physical sciences. Selected topics from
physics, chemistry, geology, astronomy, oceanography and meteorology. Emphasis on topics which will
lead to a better understanding of our technological society and physical environment.

II. WHAT WILL THE STUDENT LEARN IN THIS COURSE?

A. INSTRUCTIONAL (COURSE) OBJECTIVES:

When the students have finished this course, they will be able to demonstrate an elementary
knowledge ofvarious topics selected from the areas of physics, chemistry, geology, astronomy,
oceanography and meteorology (a list of topics is set forth below). The topics chosen meet one or
more of the following criteria:

.\. 1. The topic will help the student to describe and discuss a particular aspect of
modern technology, such as the production and use ofenergy, pollution, household
electrical circuits, etc.

2. The topic will help the student to describe and discuss part of our physical
environment such as earthquakes, storms, tides, etc.
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3. The topic covered helps show the interrelations between the various physical
sciences and between humanity and its physical environment. The thoughtful use of the
physical environment will be discussed.

B. OUTLINE OF COURSE CONTENT

1. Introduction .

The instructor introduces him/her.$elf to the class and discusses the course
objectives, the purpose of the conference hour, the need for regular attendance, the
value of student questions, the nature and frequency of the tests and the procedure
used to determine the final grade.

2. Material to be covered will be taken from the following topics.:

Structure and reactions ofatoms and molecules
Compounds
Chemical reactions

fire
catalyst

enzyme
Spectra
Oxygen
Organic Compounds
Water, important physical and chemical properties
Solutions

acid and base
pH
Electrochemistry (batteries)

Household Chemistry
chemical behavior and safe handling of

common household chemicals
Human Chemistry
Chemistry of the Environment

Solids, Liquids and Gases
Crystals and non-crystalline solids
Behavior of liquids and gases

Archimedes' principle
Hydraulic systems

Forces
Velocity and acceleration
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Newton's laws of motion
Conservation of momentum

collisions (automobiles)

Gravity
tides

Electricity and Magnetism
Coulomb's law
Ohm's law

series and parallel circuits
AC circuits (household electricity)
DC circuits ( automobile electrical circuits)

Electrical safety
Magnetic phenomena
Motors and generators

Energy
Kinetic
Potential
Thermal (form of kinetic)
E=mc2

Energy sources and production (fossil fuel, solar, nuclear,
geothermal)

Conservation laws
1st and 2nd laws of thermodynamics

Wave Motion
Sound
Waves in water, and in the earth

(seismograph)
Electromagnetic radiation

Radio and television
Light
X-rays

Light and color
Reflection

mIrrors
Refraction

lenses
Sources of light

laser
incandescent light, fluorescent light
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Nuclear Structure And Reactions
fission and fusion
radioactivity

half-life and nuclear dating
radiation damage

Astronomy
Cosmology
Solar System
Stellar and Planetary Structure and Development
Galaxies
Our place in the universe

Development OfThe Earth's Surface Features
earth's crust
continental drift
earthquakes
mountain building
volcanoes
geysers
erosion and weathering
soil formation
earth resources (water, mineral, energy)
waste disposal (land, water pollution)

Earth's Oceans
physical oceanography
chemical oceanography
meteorological oceanography
biological oceanography
pollution

Earth's Atmosphere
development
wind patterns
highs and lows
air masses
weather fronts
storms
weather and climate
weather of the San Francisco bay region
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III. METHODS AND MATERIALS

A. METHODS

Each topic is inductively introduced, after which, analysis and systemization follow.

Extensive use will be made of demonstrations ~d audio-visual aids to supplement
the lecture material.
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Since each conference hour will have at most 30 students, this time period will be used for
demonstrations which require the student to be close to the demonstrations for maximum impact,
for "hands on" experiments and for discussions in an informal atmosphere.

B. MATERIALS

1. Textbook:
Hewitt, Suchocki and Hewitt, Conceptual Physical Science
(Harper Collins College Publishers, New York, 1994)

2. Supplemental Materials:

a) Demonstration Equipment
b) Films, film loops and film strips
c) Video tapes
d) Computer disks

3. Library and Reference Materials:

a) Standard textbooks covering topics in the physical sciences
b) Standard reference materials which deal with topics in the

physical sciences
c) Scientific American, Science News and other scientific periodicals

for the general public

C. ESSENTIAL COLLEGE FACILITIES

1. A large classroom with good acoustical qualities, ample chalk board space,
and a large desk area with water and sink, electrical outlets and gas jet for demonstrations.
Projection screen and appropriate projection and other audio-visual equipment.
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IV. EVALUATION METHODS

A. METHOD OF EVALUATION:

At least 4 one-hour written examinations and one two hour final written examination will
be given.

B. COURSE GRADE:

The course grade will be based on the scores for the hourly and final examinations.

C. GRADING CRITERIA:

1. Grade A. The student will demonstrate, with very few exceptions, correct
understanding of the concepts discussed in the course.

2. Grade B. The student will demonstrate correct understanding of all but the most
difficult concepts discussed in the course.
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3. Grade C. The student will demonstrate correct understanding of the majority, including
the most important, of the concepts discussed in the course.

4. Grade D. The student will demonstrate correct understanding of the majority
of the concepts discussed in the course.

5. Grade F. Anything that does not come up to the standards described under grade D.



TECHNOLOGY-MEDIATED COURSE PROPOSAL
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I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

A. Date September 2005

B. Department Physics

C. Course Identifier P SC 11

D. Preparer Diana Markham

E. Chair David Yee (J1., \
@\ .1F. Dean Chi Wing Tsao I~MAiJ

G. Mode Online

II. TMI COURSE JUSTIFICATION

A. How is this course particularly suited to being offered online?

Physical Science 11 covers a large amount of content including an introduction to
Physics, Chemistry, Earth Science and Astronomy. An online format has quiz tools,
discussion boards and the possibility of including media such as short demonstration
videos that will facilitate learning and student interaction. Students benefit from the
concrete practice afforded by online quiz assignments, technology enhanced media such
as instant replay, slow motion and close up footage of demonstrations, and the
opportunity to interact via asynchronous discussion boards and email. This course will
benefit students who have trouble attending the regularly scheduled lecture course,
students who need more time studying media, or students who more readily interact
online than in a lecture hall.

B. How does this course help meet the goals of the :

1. College

2. Department

3. Program

Physical Science 11 is a transfer course to the UC and CSU system and satisfies the
CCSF Natural Sciences Graduation Requirement. It is the first online course offered by
the Physics Department, and adds diversity to the courses offered in online format by the
TMI program.



III. INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY

A. What methods of delivery will be used to offer this online course?

The delivery method will be online with the option of campus meetings for conference
and exams.

B. What methods will be used to communicate between instructor and students?

A variety of online communication methods will be used between students and instructor
such as email, discussion boards, and chat rooms.

C. How many hours per week are students expected to use the specified technology?

For a three unit course the student is expected to spend a minimum of 9 hours per week
on course activities. Students will split their time between reading print material such as
the textbook and various online activities such as reading online material, checking email,
monitoring and contributing to discussion boards and chat rooms, and taking online
qmzzes.

D. How will instructor and student contact be maintained, including the frequency of contact?

The instructor and students will maintain regular contact via appropriate methods such as
weekly posting to the discussion board, weekly online or campus conferences, chat rooms
and email.

IV. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY

A. Assignments

I. Weekly assignments such as online quizzes, group presentation projects, and
discussion board postings.

2. Assigned reading online and in print material such as the textbook.

B. Evaluation

I. at least 4 one-hour examinations

2. a two-hour comprehensive final examination.

3. online quizzes

4. online projects



C. Evaluation (test and exam) Protocols

1. The final exam will either be given on campus or in the presence of a student
arranged and instructor-approved proctor such as a credentialed K-12 teacher, college
instructor or professor or other instructor approved professional. The one-hour exams
will either be given online or follow the protocol of the final exam.

D. Textbooks and Instructional Materials

1. Textbooks such as Conceptual Physical Science 3rd College edition, by Hewitt,
Suchocki, and Hewitt (Pearson Addison Wesley, San Francisco, 2004)

2. Supplemental media and materials such as video, and active online figures to
demonstrate physical phenomena

3. Live physical demonstrations could also be performed during onsite conferences.


